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Supreme "supreme" is not only the boss of the United States Street tide, especially in Asian countries, Japan is also a well deserved
big brother brand. Supreme in recent years in the domestic and Japanese sought after, on the Taobao imitation goods are also not
uncommon, compared to the price of thousands of thousands of Taobao on behalf of the price is true? A supreme LV, patriotic pig
multi understand that the supreme in China Guangzhou have OEM shirts and jackets, but T-shirts seemingly only in Canada and the
United States domestic. In addition, the so-called supreme factory goods possibility is almost zero, so we in Taobao met supreme
factory goods is off bypass. Here I come to share with you the next Supreme several true and false identification method. one, look at
the packaging, Supreme packaging is simply to promote environmental protection, a lot of T packaging is no longer a dust bag, but a
simple plastic bag. Other styles of clothing are still dust bag packaging. This is the left lower priced at about 800 NBHD x supreme
text T-shirt, on the right is the famous supreme 3D box. Packaging is simple plastic bags. second, see the supreme logo printing the
following two logo supreme contrast figure I believe that many people are familiar with the comparison is not difficult to find genuine
supreme letter printing is very full. The letter size of fake is not uniform. three, to see the standard to distinguish supreme wash true
and falseT-shirt supreme washing label on fabric descriptions, if it is a white T-shirt, become 100% cotton; if it is a gray T-shirt of
supreme, the ingredients should be 90% cotton, 10%POLYESTER (polyester fiber), gray and white is tide brand commonly used
color. The following contrast, genuine supreme collar marked on the letter printing closer and more texture, the size of the following
also left a certain blank, fake is not. fourth, the anti fake watermark genuine supreme wash the back of the subject in the washing
instructions below carefully look at a light Supreme watermark. This can filter out the vast majority of low imitation supreme, but the
high imitation of the supreme can make this effect. fifth, and then look at the water washed and the standard of genuine contrast in the
end, we want to know what the tide brand or tide of the identification, can be in the comments section of the message oh!! Small
make up will buy true and false single product comparison, in order to not let you spend the real money to buy fake. data acquisition:
genuine music and supreme bar
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